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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #310 

Current Events through a Biblical World View! 

Bill Gates Demands Farmers Replaced with ‘Smart Farming’ AI 
Hunter Fielding March 14, 2024 
 

 
 
Billionaire Bill Gates is pushing to escalate the World Economic Forum’s (WEF) war on 
food by demanding that governments begin replacing human farmers with machines 
powered by so-called “smart farming” artificial intelligence (AI) technology. 
 
According to Bill Gates, farmers no longer have a place in the globalists’ vision of the 
new world. 
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As the WEF argues, human workers are now part of the “useless class” of humanity that 
must be phased out and replaced with “inclusive” AI technology.  Gates and the WEF 
agree that the new AI-driven world, with fewer humans in it, will help to “save the planet” 
from “climate change.” 
 
Gates, who suddenly and unexpectedly became America’s largest owner of farmland 
last year, is attempting to “save the planet” by seizing control of the global food supply. 
 
The WEF and Gates are pushing to hold humanity to ransom, so globalists can drip-
feed rations on mRNA-pumped lab-grown meats and insect-based slop. The global elite 
sees a future for humanity where we are completely dependent on the global corpo-
communist government.  The general public will dine on rations of bugs and crickets, 
live on their land, own nothing, and be “happy.” 
 
Gates is currently traveling the world on his private jet, spreading his own brand of 
globalist propaganda amid the elite’s war on agriculture in which the usual suspects are 
seeking to seize total control of the global food supply. 
 
He is currently in India, the scene of some of his most brutal crimes against humanity 
including barbaric medical experiments on orphaned children.  Gates has been meeting 
with WEF-compliant politicians during his trip, praising India’s world-leading digital ID 
system that has been forced on the population against their will by the elites. 
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While the digital ID is not mandatory, citizens are unable to access many basic goods 
and services if they refuse to comply with the invasive technology.  Gates has also 
praised India’s experiments with his AI-driven “smart farming,” writing in Gates 
Notes that world governments must follow India’s lead in embracing his new 
technology.  In Gates’ vision of the future, the world government will have total control 
over every farm on the planet. 

 

 
 
“I got to see India’s DPI in action when I toured an agricultural monitoring center in 
Bhubaneswar,” Gates enthused. 
 
“At this facility, government agriculture experts send advice and real-time updates to 6.5 
million farmers via phone.” 
 
But it gets even worse. Gates’ “smart farming” technology is designed to replace 
farmers, not “support” them. Gates isn’t only trying to bring the government into 
everybody’s home and workplace. He’s trying to radically depopulate the world and 
replace human farmers with AI-controlled technology. 
 
The ETC Group recently published a report which exposed the global elite’s plans to 
seize control of the food supply and hold humanity to ransom. Titled, “Food Barons 

https://www.gatesnotes.com/I-found-inspiration-in-India
https://www.gatesnotes.com/I-found-inspiration-in-India
https://www.etcgroup.org/content/food-barons-2022
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2022 – Crisis Profiteering, Digitalization and Shifting Power,” the report reveals that 
the “holy grail” for Bill Gates involves eradicating the vast majority of farmers. 
 
“Tech giants are becoming prime players in food, handling the data, networking, and AI 
that undergirds the newly digitized food chain,” the ETC Group wrote in the report while 
describing the “dream farm” of the technocrats is a “farm of one,” where humans are 
discarded and technology does all the work for the elite. 
 
“Every leading agrochemical company offers its own digital ag platform marketed to 
farmers as a way to transform on-farm data into savings that will ultimately increase 
farm profitability.” 
 
“The Holy Grail, they say, is a ‘farm of one,’ where a single farmer/data manager 
(equipped with many thumbs, perhaps?) can log on to a connected device, watch as the 
algorithms calculate input prescriptions – based on data collected from in-field sensors 
and hyperspectral imaging – and then send those prescriptions to a fleet of contracted 
drones that will dump herbicide, fungicide, fertilizer, growth regulator or other input in a 
just-right dosage for each plant growing in the field.” 
 
According to mainstream media, none of this is suspicious.  Not even the fact that 
Gates has seized control of the world’s seed banks. Unfortunately for the media, the 
people are waking up and rejecting their propaganda in record numbers.  The plan to 
eradicate humans and seize farmland for the elite has been playing out in front of our 
eyes for years. 
 
In the Netherlands, regarded as a testing ground for the World Economic Forum’s anti-
farming agenda, the Dutch government began implementing initiatives to seize farmland 
last year. 
 
The nation was rocked by protests which have since gained steam and spread around 
Europe, with farmers demanding their governments stop bowing down to Klaus 
Schwab’s anti-farming green agenda which places extreme restrictions on their ability to 
earn a living and put affordable, traditional food on the tables of ordinary working 
people. 
 
Eva Vlaardingerbroek explains how the elites have manufactured this crisis with the 
ultimate goal of a world government that has total control over every aspect of our lives. 
Schwab and his cronies are not satisfied with destroying the European agriculture 
sector. 
 
Their tentacles extend across the Atlantic too. 
Biden’s former “climate czar” John Kerry, a former Skull and Bones fraternity member 
and notorious globalist, went on record threatening U.S. farmers, blaming them for 
emitting nitrogen, and warning that “government farm confiscations are not off the 
table.” 

https://www.etcgroup.org/content/food-barons-2022
https://www.etcgroup.org/content/amidst-rising-hunger-new-report-shows-corporate-concentration-agrifood-industry-threatens
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Smart farming is all part of Klaus Schwab’s transhumanist “new world” which he 
announced at the World Government Summit in late February. According to Schwab, 
the global elite now have a combination of different technologies working together that 
will enable them to usher in total control. 
 
Schwab has dubbed this agenda as “Humanocracy.” 
 

 
Top Virologist Blows Whistle: ‘Covid Doesn’t Exist’ 

 

 
 
A world-renowned virologist has just blown the whistle and alerted the public that the 
COVID-19 virus “doesn’t exist.” 
 
According to Dr. Sam Bailey, the virus was fabricated in order for globalists to trigger a 
“pandemic’ and usher in an unwelcome agenda.  As most of you know, I have been 
saying this for four years plus. 
 
Baily warns that SARS-CoV-2, the virus that supposedly caused COVID-19, doesn’t 
exist and never has done. We are now over four years into the COVID-19 fraud and 
while many things have changed, confusion remains the dominant theme. 
 
More people are coming to the realization that there was no pandemic but there are 
also plenty of people ramping up “bioweapons” and “gain of function” narratives. 
 
Amongst this, we have also seen the introduction of a new side-stepping argument that 
“virus existence is not important”. 

https://drsambailey.com/
https://drsambailey.com/resources/videos/covid-19/covid-19-fraud-war-on-humanity-part-one/
https://drsambailey.com/resources/videos/interviews/dr-tom-cowan-pandemic-of-not-thinking/
https://drsambailey.com/resources/videos/interviews/pcr-pandemic-interview-with-dr-claus-kohnlein/
https://drsambailey.com/resources/videos/viruses-unplugged/bioweapons-bs/
https://drsambailey.com/resources/videos/covid-19/gain-of-function-gaslighting/
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In 2020, Baily’s team of top virologists started investigating the virus model and came 
to the realization that SARS-CoV-2 did not exist. In fact, there was no scientific 
evidence that any viruses existed, dating back to the late 1800s literature and the so-
called Tobacco Mosaic “Virus.” 
 
Those critiquing virology have pointed out that no entity that meets the description of a 
virus has ever been physically isolated.  In order to maintain the illusion, the virologists 
have not performed properly controlled experiments such as those proposed in the 
“Settling the Virus Debate” Statement. 
 
Indeed, Dr Stefan Lanka has shown that various indirect findings claimed as evidence 
for viruses are produced by the experimental methodologies themselves.  In 2022, Mark 
published A Farewell to Virology (Expert Edition), a formal refutation of almost every 
aspect of the virus model. 
 
As with other works that ‘no virus‘ proponents have produced there has been no direct 
response to the overall thesis. Instead, we have only seen attempts to change the 
subject, cloud the established definitions of words or introduce new unfalsifiable 
hypotheses. 
 
There is no ‘third way’ when it comes to virus existence and this sophistry only distracts 
from the fact that no ‘pathogens’ of any type have been shown to exist.  The real-
world human and animal experiments that set out to demonstrate “contagious” entities 
that cause diseases such as influenza and common colds were monumental flops. 
 
Baily published a video explaining the investigation’s findings that led to the realization 
that viruses do not exist. She explains that realizing this fact is a pivotal step for 
reducing fear and creating a better society. 
 
Furthermore, a recent Gregg Reese Report stated that,   
 
“If you want to routinely cull the population, then an invisible virus that you cannot see or 
prove would be the perfect lie to cover it up. 
 
No one has ever isolated a virus. This is admitted by modern science who claim it’s 
impossible. So instead, they mix it with a soup of other genetic materials, run it through 
a computer and create what is known as a consensus genome. 
 
The theory that the invisible virus is a lie was put forth nearly thirty years ago by William 
Bramley in his book, The Gods of Eden, where he outlines thousands of years of human 
culling events. He points out how during the Black Death, sightings of humans dressed 
in black and wielding what were described as scythes were seen before an outbreak of 
the Plague. 
 
Bramley suggested that the scythes may have been tools designed to spray poison gas. 
Denis Rancourt suggests that there has never been a virulent pathogen, including the 

https://drsambailey.com/resources/videos/viruses-unplugged/
https://drsambailey.com/resources/videos/viruses-unplugged/tobacco-mosaic-virus-the-beginning-and-end-of-virology/
https://drsambailey.com/resources/videos/corruption-and-medicine/secrets-of-virology-control-experiments/
https://drsambailey.com/resources/settling-the-virus-debate/
https://drsambailey.com/resources/videos/germ-theory/stefan-lanka-virus-its-time-to-go/
https://drsambailey.com/a-farewell-to-virology-expert-edition/
https://drsambailey.com/resources/videos/viruses-unplugged/no-virus-is-international/
https://drsambailey.com/resources/videos/germ-theory/why-pathogens-dont-exist/
https://drsambailey.com/resources/videos/viruses-unplugged/secrets-of-influenza/
https://drsambailey.com/resources/videos/covid-19/unscientific-human-experiments/
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Bubonic plague, and that these historic mass death events are done deliberately by 
oppressive systems to maintain population control. If you want to routinely cull the 
population, then an invisible virus that you cannot see or prove would be the perfect lie. 
 
In the 1930s, engineer Royal Rife, created microscopes capable of magnifying material 
over seventeen-thousand times. Modern microscopes can only provide a magnification 
of about twenty-four hundred. We’ve been denied the magnification required to actually 
see if a virus exists. 
 
This idea first gained a foothold during the HIV/AIDS scare when people such as Peter 
Duesberg, Kary Mullis, and Celia Farber, were exposing the lies of Anthony Fauci. And 
it gained serious traction during the COVID era with the work of Andrew Kaufman, Tom 
Cowan, Denis Rancourt, and Dr. Lee Merritt. 
 
Dr. Lee Merritt studied the official test for SARS-COV-2 and found they are actually 
testing for the Homo-sapien genome; Which is highly suspect. And there are many 
other suspicious facts. 
 

 They test our nose, which like a filter, is full of foreign contaminants. 
 

 The PCR tests are being deliberately over cycled to find falsified results. 
 
What we are told is a deadly virus, looks identical to an Exosome, a naturally occurring 
part of cellular cleansing. 
 
The first scientific publication created to disseminate information to the public was 
named after an ancient altar used for ritual sacrifice called Pergamon. And its first editor 
was Mossad agent Robert Maxwell. 
 
Over a hundred years ago doctors were well aware of how deadly parasites could be to 
the human body. John D. Rockefeller’s main advisor, Frederick Gates, convinced 
Rockefeller to modernize medicine by eradicating hookworm, a parasite that was known 
to be the biggest cause of disease back in 1905. Up until the nineteen-eighties, text 
books were not talking about viruses as the cause of disease. They were talking about 
parasites. Today, while animals require routine de-worming, modern science says that 
it’s not a problem for humans. 
 
After decades of research a group of German doctors found that every single cancer 
cell contained parasites. And that if cancer treatments such as chemotherapy failed to 
kill all of these parasites, then the parasites will be given the perfect conditions to 
spread throughout the body. The parasites start in the bloodstream and spread to other 
parts of the body where they grow into cysts. Under a microscope parasitic cysts look 
identical to what we call tumors. 
 
They had films, they published papers, but it all got buried. Because if one-hundred 
percent of cancer patients have parasites, then parasites are likely causing cancer. And 
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today, the COVID shots, which we know are destroying natural immunity, are creating 
turbo cancers. 
 
Having a lap dog under the age of five increases the chances of getting multiple 
sclerosis. Which can not be explained by MS being an autoimmune disease, but can be 
explained by brain parasites. Pathologist, Alan Macdonald, studied the brain and spinal 
cords of dead MS patients, and they all had parasites. 
 
We all have parasites. Brain parasites being the most dangerous. And the parasite 
Toxoplasma gondii has a significant ability to infect the human brain. And it is found in 
insects. Which is probably why they want us to eat bugs. 
 
The good news is that there is a remedy to deal with these parasites. A healthy immune 
system can take care of most of them, which requires good nutrition, regular exercise, 
peace of mind, and love. And routine parasite cleanses can take care of the rest.  There 
is Ivermectin and Fenbendazole.  These two were attacked by public health agencies 
during the Covid scam.  They were negatively referred to as “horse de-wormers”.  They 
are routinely used by veterinarians to de-worm livestock and pets.  I have included 
Ivermectin as part of my regimen for treating Bladder Cancer.   
 

Long Covid: even faker than you thought. 
A new Australian study confirms: The term “long Covid” should be dropped from use, 
because Covid has no more aftereffects than the flu or other mild respiratory illnesses, 
according to a major new study from Australia released yesterday. 
 
The study showed that only 3% of people who had Covid had “moderate-to-severe” 
aftereffects a year later - numerically fewer than those infected with influenza or other 
mild respiratory diseases. 
 
Researchers surveyed 5,112 Australians who had been infected with Covid, flu, or other 
respiratory illnesses. The study adds to similar work suggesting that - except for the tiny 
handful of people who require ventilators or intensive hospital care - nearly everyone 
who gets Covid recovers completely from it within months. 
 
The study’s full findings will be presented at the European Society of Clinical 
Microbiology and Infectious Diseases in late April. 
 
“We believe it is time to stop using terms like ‘long COVID,’” the study’s lead author, Dr. 
John Gerrard, said in a press release. “They wrongly imply there is something unique 
and exceptional about longer term symptoms associated with this virus. This 
terminology can cause unnecessary fear, and in some cases, hypervigilance to longer 
symptoms that can impede recovery.” 
 
 

https://www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/1037611
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With Millions Of Vax Deaths Confirmed To Be A '12-Sigma Event,' The 
Eugenicists Who've Carried Out The Greatest Crime Upon Humanity 
In World History Are Free To Murder More & More 
- Apocalyptic Population Growth Fears Are Overblown And Draconian Controls 
Unnecessary 
By Stefan Stanford - Live Free Or Die - All News Pipeline 
 
According to this June 20th of 2022 story at the Harvard International Review, the 
population of the planet Earth is rising faster than ever before with the number of human 
beings living on our planet never higher than it is now according to the United Nations, 
rising from approximately 1 billion people in the year 1800 to over 7.5 billion people 
today, with the HIR story claiming this 'phenomenon' is known as 'overpopulation'.  
 
Stressing within the opening of that story that those who are pushing the 'overpopulation 
theory' believe our world's resource reserves will soon be outpaced by the planet's 
population growth, diminishing the 'quality of life' all over the planet, it also reported 
those people believe the world’s food supply will inevitably become inadequate for 
feeding the general population, whose numbers would continue to swell until 
famine, disease, epidemics, war, or other calamities took root. 
 
Leading, that story reports, to the emergence of very real extreme reproductive 
control measures, which have taken center stage on an international 
scale, including forced sterilizations in Mexico, Bolivia, Peru, Indonesia, 
Bangladesh and India, as well as China’s two-child policy, their story then took a 
different direction than we thought it might, reporting that ultimately, apocalyptic 
population growth fears are overblown, and as such, draconian population 
control regulations are unnecessary.  
 
And while their story didn't bother to mention the very real 'depopulation efforts' being 
taken by globalist government's all across the planet, which as those who've been 
paying close enough attention have seen, are nothing less than mass murder by 
governments, including the US government here in the 'good ole USA,' carried 
out on a global scale, their story addressed the fact that as long as food production 
keeps up with population growth, everything would turn out fine in the long run. 
  
But as we're seeing over and over again now, the production of food is definitely NOT 
keeping up with population growth, with this new Zero Hedge story reporting a 
whopping 140,000+ farms have been 'lost' in the last 5 years alone as also reported 
in the 1st video at the bottom of this story. Now THAT, when combined with population 
growth, is a recipe for disaster.   
 
As we had reported on ANP back on February 1st, with the 'globalists' firmly believing 
that 'overpopulation' is the greatest 'threat' that our planet Earth faces, actually claiming 
that it needs to be 'solved' by 'whatever means necessary' for the world to move 
forward into the future, including seemingly endless methods of 'tyrannical control' such 
as 'food control, energy control, smart cities and financial control,' by so few people 

https://allnewspipeline.com/Eugenicists_Carried_Out_The_Greatest_Crime_Upon_Humanity_In_World_History.php
https://hir.harvard.edu/public-health-and-overpopulation/
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/over-140000-farms-lost-5-years
https://allnewspipeline.com/Globalists_Say_Overpopulation_Must_Be_Solved_By_Whatever_Means_Necessary.php
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having so much 'control' over the rest of the planet's population and resources, we've 
officially moved from being a 'free people' to living as 'slaves' under a 'genocide 
agenda.'  
 
And as this new story over at Natural News reports, we've now got more proof the entire 
COVID-19 'op' was nothing less than 'premeditated genocide', being carried out on a 
global scale.  
 
With that Natural News story reporting that the COVID jabs are now considered to be a 
12-sigma event, with a 12-sigma event being an event that has an almost zero 
percent chance of happening – a black swan event if you will, as that story warns, 
besides all of the people across America and around the world who have passed away 
following taking the advice of 'eugenicists' and getting their jabs, millions more have had 
their health forever damaged, with 'turbo cancers' exploding across the planet.  
 
Besides the many thousands who died not long after getting "fully vaccinated," there are 
also millions of cases of serious injuries caused by the shots that will never go away for 
the people who now suffer from them.  
 
"Not only was Operation Warp Speed rolled out as a full-blown depopulation 
scheme, it was also designed to irreversibly debilitate and incapacitate as many 
'vaccine' victims as possible," reports State of the Union.  
 
"What this really does is that it ties up the great majority of U.S. citizens so that 
they have no time or energy to hold their murderous government accountable for 
the greatest crime against humanity in world history."  
 
Keep in mind that it is not just the government that needs to be held accountable. The 
same is true of the pharmaceutical industry, the medical establishment, Big Tech, 
corporate religion, the education system, and all other co-conspirators that played a role 
in unleashing this mass genocide on America. 
 
Meaning that the very same institutions which the American people have long been 
devoting their own lives to, and have largely come to depend upon, are the very same 
outfits who have sold out Americans in the very worst of ways, there are NO SIGNS that 
they will EVER be held accountable for their crimes of genocide as we move forward 
into the future, leaving those eugenicists who've carried out the 'greatest crime in 
world history' free to murder more and more.  
 
And we should listen to those people who live their lives within the insurance industry 
and who are noticing the ongoing trends to see what they're seeing. While we've 
reported numerous times on ANP about a seemingly unending line of Americans and 
people all around the world who've been dying suddenly and unexpectedly, quite 
often, bizarrely, the young and previously healthy, as we're witnessing now, it is 
precisely those people who have been dying in huge numbers. As if 'the shots' were 
weaponized to kill those very people.  

https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-03-12-covid-jabs-unleashed-12-sigma-mass-death-event.html
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=213467
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Thus targeting not only the people who would have been America's front line of defense 
should we get into another devastating war but the very people who were 'next in line' to 
have children, thus allowing these globalist psychopaths to 'double down' on 
their 'depopulation agenda,' just think about how much worse it will get if 
they're 'allowed' to continue getting away with mass murder! We clearly haven't seen 
anything yet. Once again, from this critical Natural News story.:  
 
A COVID jab genocide  
A retired underwriter says the evidence is clear from insurance data. Ever since 
COVID jabs were unleashed in late December 2020, serious injuries and deaths 
from "unknown" causes have skyrocketed – with no end in sight.  
 
"As I write in February, 2024, hardly a day goes by without more damning information 
being revealed about the tragic consequences of these injections," the retired 
underwriter says.  
 
"The evidence can be found everywhere, except of course in the controlled 
mainstream media which continues pushing this fraudulent narrative; but cracks in 
the MSM narrative are now everywhere, and the truth is slowly but surely coming 
to light."  
 
Though not an actuary, the retired underwriter says he worked with them daily and can 
clearly see from the data that the situation is catastrophic in terms of the 
widespread and prolific health damage caused by COVID injections. 
 
One serious issue is the growth in "turbo cancers," or cancers that develop and 
spread in a person's body much more quickly than normal. The fully vaccinated 
are succumbing to turbo cancers at an increasing rate.  
 
Dr. William Makis, a renowned Canadian oncologist and radiologist who has diagnosed 
20,000 cancer cases throughout his career, told The People's Voice recently that he 
and his colleagues suddenly feel like "kindergartners" trying to explain this new 
phenomenon to the world.  
 
Some of the turbo cancers that Dr. Makis and his colleagues are seeing spread so 
quickly that patients are dying within days of being diagnosed. Many of the 
diagnoses are also showing stage 4 status right off the bat, which is something 
he says he has not seen before throughout his career.  
 
"Just to give an idea of how bad that is, a three-sigma or a one-in-200 year catastrophe 
would be a 10% increase over pre-pandemic, so 40% is just unheard of," commented 
Scott Davidson, CEO of OneAmerica Life Insurance, which at the start of 2022 reported 
a 40 percent increase in death claims compared to the prior two quarters covering the 
second half of 2021 when most people were getting COVID jabbed at the height of 
Operation Warp Speed. 
 

https://stateofthenation.co/?p=213467
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-03-12-covid-jabs-unleashed-12-sigma-mass-death-event.html
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With Presidential candidate RFK, Jr. quite literally declaring these deadly jabs are 
bioweapons created by the United States military as heard in the 2nd video at the 
bottom of this story, meaning 'We the American People' are quite literally paying for our 
own murders and the murders of countless other innocent people across the planet that 
are being carried out on a global scale, it's become more and more clear that these 
mass deaths will only be stopped if we put a stop to them.  
 

 
WEF Planning to ‘Relaunch’ Covid Pandemic, Insider Warns 

A bioweapons industry insider has blown the whistle to warn the public that the World 
Economic Forum (WEF) is planning to “relaunch” the Covid pandemic in order to 
finalize its “Great Reset” agenda. 
 
According to Dr. Harvey Risch, a bioweapons expert and Yale University professor and 
epidemiologist, the “next pandemic” is about to erupt “seemingly out of nowhere.” 
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Risch warns that globalist elites are not finished with Covid yet, despite the appearance 
that the pandemic is “over.” 
 
While the last pandemic may have failed to fully usher in the WEF’s “Great Reset,” 
another, more deadly Covid outbreak would surely complete the transition. 
 
Both the “virus,” so-called, and the “vaccine,” so-called, were the perfect excuse for 
America’s bioweapons industry to boost itself as something the nation requires in order 
to serve the public good by protecting We the People against disease – or so it claims. 
 
Dr. Risch is now alerting top trusted lawmakers in the hope of blocking the plans. 
 
At a recent roundtable meeting called “Federal Health Agencies and the COVID Cartel: 
What Are They Hiding?” hosted by Sen. Ron Johnson (R-WI), Dr. Risch explained more 
about how the bioweapons industry has been working in secret for at least the past 70 
years to unleash hell on the world. 
 
“This work and the WIV (Wuhan Institute of Virology in China) leak was what I consider 
to be the fruit of our bioweapons industry that has been performing secretive and 
nefarious biological weapons development for the last 70 years,” Dr. Risch stated at the 
roundtable. 
 
“The recognition of the possible accidental or intentional unleashing of an infectious 
agent capable of killing large numbers of humanity led to the bioweapons treaty of 1975 
that President Ford signed.” 
 
“The treaty prohibits the development of offensive bioweapons however, the one 
loophole in the treaty is that small quantities of offensive bioweapons are allowed to be 
developed in order to do research on vaccine countermeasures.” 
 
According to Dr. Risch, said loophole was then exploited by the U.S. bioweapons 
industry, which ultimately led to COVID then the rest of the nightmare known as the 
“pandemic.” 
 
“My hypothesis, what I believe, is that both the virus-origin cover-up and the forced 
vaccination of the entire planet were orchestrated to protect the integrity of the 
bioweapons industry,” Dr. Risch stated. 
 
“The vaccines then are the evidence that the bioweapons industry was properly justified 
from the beginning.” 
 
The fact that COVID injections were unleashed right in the middle of a so-called 
“pandemic” is suspect in and of itself because this is not how things are typically done. 
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If the general public only knew what Dr. Risch and others like him have to say about all 
this, they would be shocked, angry, and ultimately demanding answers from their 
elected officials as to how all this could happen right underneath everyone’s noses. 
 
“Without a successful vaccine to show for itself in the time of a pandemic crisis, 
especially one caused by a leak from a bioweapons industry source itself, it would be 
clear to everyone that the rationale for the industry’s existence was a fraud in the first 
place,” Dr. Risch contends. 
 
“And so, the COVID vaccines themselves supplied the defense against the charge that 
the bioweapons industry was not actually dual-use, but offensive only, violating the 
1975 treaty.” 
 
Also present at the roundtable was mRNA (modRNA) expert Dr. Robert Malone, as well 
as data expert Ed Dowd. 
 
“Let us all just pause and remember that the entire scamdemic was indeed one big 
scam,” one commenter made sure to note. 
 
 
 

Canada to Sentence Citizens to ‘Life Imprisonment’ for ‘Hate’ 
Frank Bergman March 13, 2024  
 

 
 
The Canadian government is rapidly advancing plans to usher in full-blown tyranny and 
will soon begin sentencing citizens to life in prison if they are found guilty of committing 
the “crime” of so-called “hate” 
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Many are likening the new laws to George Orwell’s dystopian novel “1984” as Canada 
will soon start handing out severe penalties for wrong-think. The push for life sentences 
is part of “liberal” Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s “anti-hate” legislation. 
 
The shocking new law, buried in bill C-6, states: 
Everyone who commits an offense under this act or any other act of Parliament, if the 
commission of the offense is motivated by hatred based on race, national or ethnic 
origin, language, color, religion, sex, age, mental or physical disability, sexual 
orientation or gender identity or expression, is guilty of an indictable offense and liable 
to imprisonment for life. 
 
However, the bill only gets worse the further you read. 
 
The new law will also offer cash bribes to members of the public “anonymously” snitch 
on their fellow citizens for committing “hate.” 
 
The bill states: 
It [C-6 bill] allows someone to make a complaint of a discrimination anonymously … if 
that hateful complaint is found legit, a maximum of 20,000 [Canadian] dollars goes to 
that person. 
 
Meanwhile, similar legislation to define and crack down on in-person and online “hate” is 
being pushed across Europe. Just recently, in Belgium, former Flemish 
parliamentarian Dries Van Langenhove was sentenced to one year in prison. 
 
The reason for this sentence was for sharing supposedly “racist memes” in a private 
group chat. The new law from Canada comes as Trudeau’s World Economic Forum-
controlled administration seeks to rapidly advance the nation’s descent into globalist 
tyranny. 
 
The government has been pushing several new laws that seek to strip the public of their 
freedoms. As Slay News reported, among the draconian new laws are powers that allow 
authorities to begin jailing citizens who “might” commit a crime. 
 
Trudeau’s government is pushing for the new “pre-crime” authority which officials claim 
will help to tackle so-called “hate crimes.” The new powers are buried in Trudeau’s 
“Online Harms Bill,” which is expected to soon be signed into law, the Daily 
Telegraph reports. 
 
The “Online Harms Bill” is designed to crack down on any opposition to the 
“progressive” agenda of Trudeau’s ruling Liberal Party. One of the measures within the 
bill would give judges the power to imprison individuals if they believe they “might” 
commit a crime in the future. 
 
Meanwhile, the government is also pushing new laws that seek to criminalize 
Christianity, as Slay News recently reported. Trudeau’s administration is planning to 

https://smeagol.revcontent.com/v3/L7UGeXXVW8yNMchBSQquDA0NnbUHPPFw1_d4dB8LBXZ0rRNQeL2T-lEFVIZDI-k57AEW4IUHcG7AVm4TqsTA9e4BZ7-xtluS1t7RrPPoHxPB-hJa1lHzeD5ZUi_k6TsVU0Z_vNj4Gt2NsSLEeojC6Vivk6H7VTDIg5OFZoG5L0ntLcZkK3R0PGmwjcCu2rBkCsWkO5J1OM2lq6ow_dc5K-_zRf_sKmUpJ-CWMVQwT16RmCg_lhQbQUmsqU2_UQuoSCW_BFypB81tCE5M26YI8C212uS8aYztRSqPc4Pr_rWI59bvndrDnEO17noF-q6_vxw7SFpRXd_kdoh0qHTRhVjbQi3wizfm6XSLAFjOumLyVANH2yHIdNmphHqlttg-T2n8b2wj1iuUvJvSIZp0cIeNVsU0yD7GuuW-TNmWhHg-iFXed_BOdOZjTQamfJj5-crCg2M8weWwkkqR3dKxuFFVtXQ_CiSFYL8cNClaDOqm9FHCzKwf_BvcQIxXJen3ZcwX9HYcgZv97E_CB-BpOGkUqVgyy9KjOAMiFaYXjL9ay2oGCDm9czj-3r_Q7xnIg1z9IYZgJBiBf2IfY6-hZdNO-3P3IREUg562bgretb64NeJEStymas4sXKbgiSI_69Jcr335y5JXnu5utlj7UFw0qRSVxxhDMfKxAS06hwA9lbYulsey3z6V5yUHFXee?p=GgFDMP_U0a8GOiRkZmQ2ODI0YS1hNmQ4LTQyZDYtYjVmYi1mZTRhZGJhZDVlMWNCJDA3NDc1OGU3LTdmN2YtNDAxYy1iMDZlLTg4MThiODhmN2VhN0oLd2hpZS13YWxrZXJQ3v0KWIrpEGIMc2xheW5ld3MuY29tagdkZXNrdG9wkAEB2AGyjvABkQJmZmZmZmbmP6oCDzE2Mi4yMTkuMjU1LjIxM-oCEQoIZ3JheV9pbXASBWZhbHNl
https://smeagol.revcontent.com/v3/L7UGeXXVW8yNMchBSQquDA0NnbUHPPFw1_d4dB8LBXZ0rRNQeL2T-lEFVIZDI-k57AEW4IUHcG7AVm4TqsTA9e4BZ7-xtluS1t7RrPPoHxPB-hJa1lHzeD5ZUi_k6TsVU0Z_vNj4Gt2NsSLEeojC6Vivk6H7VTDIg5OFZoG5L0ntLcZkK3R0PGmwjcCu2rBkCsWkO5J1OM2lq6ow_dc5K-_zRf_sKmUpJ-CWMVQwT16RmCg_lhQbQUmsqU2_UQuoSCW_BFypB81tCE5M26YI8C212uS8aYztRSqPc4Pr_rWI59bvndrDnEO17noF-q6_vxw7SFpRXd_kdoh0qHTRhVjbQi3wizfm6XSLAFjOumLyVANH2yHIdNmphHqlttg-T2n8b2wj1iuUvJvSIZp0cIeNVsU0yD7GuuW-TNmWhHg-iFXed_BOdOZjTQamfJj5-crCg2M8weWwkkqR3dKxuFFVtXQ_CiSFYL8cNClaDOqm9FHCzKwf_BvcQIxXJen3ZcwX9HYcgZv97E_CB-BpOGkUqVgyy9KjOAMiFaYXjL9ay2oGCDm9czj-3r_Q7xnIg1z9IYZgJBiBf2IfY6-hZdNO-3P3IREUg562bgretb64NeJEStymas4sXKbgiSI_69Jcr335y5JXnu5utlj7UFw0qRSVxxhDMfKxAS06hwA9lbYulsey3z6V5yUHFXee?p=GgFDMP_U0a8GOiRkZmQ2ODI0YS1hNmQ4LTQyZDYtYjVmYi1mZTRhZGJhZDVlMWNCJDA3NDc1OGU3LTdmN2YtNDAxYy1iMDZlLTg4MThiODhmN2VhN0oLd2hpZS13YWxrZXJQ3v0KWIrpEGIMc2xheW5ld3MuY29tagdkZXNrdG9wkAEB2AGyjvABkQJmZmZmZmbmP6oCDzE2Mi4yMTkuMjU1LjIxM-oCEQoIZ3JheV9pbXASBWZhbHNl
https://twitter.com/EvaVlaar/status/1767511226890793228
https://twitter.com/EvaVlaar/status/1767511226890793228
https://slaynews.com/news/canadian-premier-warning-klaus-schwab-wef-control-political-leaders/
https://slaynews.com/news/canadian-premier-warning-klaus-schwab-wef-control-political-leaders/
https://slaynews.com/news/canada-begin-jailing-citizens-might-commit-crimes/
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/entertainment/music/canada-wants-to-put-people-who-may-commit-hate-crimes-under-house-arrest/ar-BB1jvfQO
https://slaynews.com/news/canadian-government-moves-criminalize-christianity/
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make Bible reading and prayer considered “hate speech” – a “crime” punishable with 
prison time. 
 
Under Trudeau, a WEF Young Global Leader, the government is introducing an 
amendment to the Criminal Code.  The amendment could see believers face jail time for 
expressing historic Christian teachings.  The legislation, Bill C-367, will make it illegal to 
reiterate certain parts of the Bible. 
 
By stripping away the “good faith” defense, the government will be able to prosecute 
Christians for what is deemed by the globalist state as “hate speech.” Traditional 
Christian practices such as celebrating Christmas or attending church service will be 
considered crimes that carry severe penalties. 
 
Additionally, Slay News recently reported globalist lawmakers in Canada are pushing a 
disturbing new piece of legislation that seeks to jail members of the public who question 
the “Net Zero” agenda of the unelected WEF. 
 
The push aims to tackle so-called “climate skepticism” as governments around the 
world scramble to meet the WEF’s “Net Zero” goals. The legislation, Bill C-372, was 
introduced by Canada’s left-wing socialist New Democratic Party (NDP). Under the bill, 
the promotion of fossil fuel use will be outlawed with restrictions similar to tobacco 
advertising applied. 
 
Those who speak in favor of fossil fuels, or criticize plans to eliminate them, will face 
massive fines and possible prison time. The “anti-hate” laws are so extreme that even 
radical leftists are calling out the government over the push. The environmental activist, 
feminist, and author, Margaret Atwood slammed the government’s “Online Harms Bill” in 
a social media post. Atwood called the bill “Trudeau’s Orwellian online harms bill” and 
stated “If this account of the bill is true, it’s Lettres de Cachet all over again,” referring to 
letters signed by the King of France granting him absolute authority. 
 
On Tuesday, Canadian psychologist Jordan Pederson, who’s already expressed shock 
and disapproval at the bill, responded to Atwood’s comments, stating: 
 
“If even the mother of the progressive feminists in Canada thinks that Bill C-63 is 
dangerous then perhaps the rest of us might think twice as well.” 
 
READ MORE – Canadian Government Moves to Criminalize Christianity 
 
 

 
 
 
 

https://slaynews.com/news/canadian-premier-warning-klaus-schwab-wef-control-political-leaders/
https://slaynews.com/news/canada-moves-begin-jailing-net-zero-critics/
https://slaynews.com/news/chicago-ban-natural-gas-private-homes-meet-wef-net-zero-goals/
https://x.com/jordanbpeterson/status/1767623897761955892?s=20
https://slaynews.com/news/canadian-government-moves-criminalize-christianity/
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USAID's "Disinformation Primer:" Documents Reveal Censorship 
Promotion Across Sectors 

The authorities in the U.S. are once again caught red-handed promoting censorship, 
this time via the US Agency for International Development (USAID). 
 
USAID is normally used by the U.S. government to spread its influence around the 
world, but now, according to documents from a case against the State Department's 
Global Engagement Center (GEC), the agency also actively participates in analyzing 
and spreading various censorship methods. 
 
The lawsuit in question was filed by America First Legal (AFL), alleging that the State 
Department, via GEC, engages with private media to advance what the non-profit 
believes is government/private sector censorship and propaganda collusion. 
 
Now, USAID's controversial activities have also been exposed thanks to the lawsuit, 
which revealed that one of the agency's bureaus, the Center on Democracy, Human 
Rights, and Governance (DRG) has come up with a "Disinformation Primer" - a 97-page 
document marked as being "for internal use only." 
 
The Disinformation Primer - in fact, a censorship primer, to sum up the Foundation for 
Freedom Online watchdog's interpretation of the strategy - was "up and running" only 
one month after Joe Biden got sworn in, in February 2021. 

The extensive "primer" seeks to exert influence on how private tech, but also media 
companies can increase the level of existing censorship; the already existing 
engagement with private entities is at the same time commended by USAID. 
 
Other targets, more in line with USAID's overall activities, include foreign governments, 
specifically education departments, and funding sources. Inevitably, more "partners" are 
NGOs, non-profits, and think tanks, often themselves with ties to the government. 
 
Some of the censorship techniques that USAID likes and recommends are Advertiser 
Outreach, which is designed to cut off media and accounts on social platforms from ad 
revenue, if their speech is what's known as "disfavored" (by those in power). 

 
 

 

https://reclaimthenet.org/usaids-disinformation-primer
https://reclaimthenet.org/usaids-disinformation-primer
https://reclaimthenet.org/harvard-research-group-governance-infrastructure-of-the-internet
https://foundationforfreedomonline.com/usaid-internal-documents-reveal-government-plot-to-promote-censorship-initiatives/
https://foundationforfreedomonline.com/usaid-internal-documents-reveal-government-plot-to-promote-censorship-initiatives/
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Another is propping up legacy media as these outlets steadily lose trust, with things like 
"prebunking" and the Redirect Method, developed by Google, which "relies on 
advertising using an online advertising platform such as Google AdWords, targeting 
tools and algorithms to combat online radicalization that comes from the spread and 
threat of dangerous, misleading information." 
 
One striking quote from the document is that gaming sites and gamers should be 
prevented from forming "interpretations of the world that differ from 'mainstream' 
sources." 
 
Worth noting is that this censorship, propaganda and indoctrination "handbook" - aimed 
at curtailing citizens' freedom of expression and thought - was made using taxpayer 
money. 

 
 
 
 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
  

https://reclaimthenet.org/google-project-is-running-prebunking-experiment-on-social-media
mailto:EvanTeachr@aol.com
http://www.pastorbobreid.com/
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